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Abstract
Thin films of ferromagnetic semiconductors of the (Ga, Mn)(As, P) family are investigated by
means of magneto-optical Kerr spectroscopy in order to determine the spectral dependence of the
complex magneto-optical Voigt constant Q, an intrinsic parameter responsible for Kerr rotation
and ellipticity. We obtain the spectral dependence of these two conjugate quantities: the Kerr
rotation and ellipticity angles. Contrary to strongly absorbing metallic ferromagnetic layers, it is
expected that they vary non-linearly with the layer thickness at a fixed wavelength, as a
consequence of the weak absorption and the non-negligible optical phase shift in weakly
absorbing semiconductor ferromagnets. We show that, from the Kerr rotation and ellipticity
angles and the complex refractive index –obtained by ellipsometric measurements—we are able
to determine the spectral dependence of the complex intrinsic Voigt constant, thus avoiding the
need for samples with different thicknesses. Incidentally, the use of phosphorus substituted (Ga,
Mn)As provides an out-of-plane magnetic easy axis, the appropriate configuration for polar
magneto-optical Kerr effect, without the need for a strong external magnetic field.
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1. Introduction

The magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is a widely used
technique for the investigation of the magnetic properties and
the electronic structure of magnetic layers and nanostructures
[1, 2] and for applications in magnetic data storage and
retrieval [3, 4]. This effect consists of the rotation of the
polarization plane of linearly polarized light and the appear-
ance of ellipticity upon reflection off a magnetized material.
When spatially resolved, as in MOKE microscopy, or time–
resolved as in laser pump-probe experiments (TR-MOKE) it

proves to be a powerful and insightful tool to investigate
exciting phenomena in spintronics and magnonics such as
magnetic domain wall motion [5–9], spin waves excitation
and detection [10, 11] and to demonstrate novel concepts such
as the optical spin transfer torque [12–14] and acoustic wave-
induced magnetization switching [15, 16]. In this respect
ferromagnetic diluted semiconductors (FDS) have proved to
be a test-bench material owing to their easily adjustable
magnetic properties [17–20].

In order to optimize the optical detection either for
magneto-optical imaging or in time-resolved experiments, it
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is important to determine the wavelength dependence of the
MOKE. However, the MOKE is also dependent on the layer
thickness, the layer and substrate indices, all the more in
weakly absorbing magnetic materials as semiconductors or
insulators [21–24]. It is therefore of prime importance to
retrieve the intrinsic magneto-optical parameters, depending
only on the bulk material structure. One such parameter is the
so-called Voigt constant Q, which enters the off-diagonal
components of the macroscopic dielectric permittivity tensor
ε [25, 26]. For magnetization along the z-axis the dielectric
permittivity tensor of an otherwise isotropic material has the
following form [25]:
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where the complex parameter = +Q Q iQr i depends linearly
on the magnetization M. For light propagation along the
z-axis (polar Kerr geometry), the eigen modes are left and
right circularly polarized. Their propagation with different
velocities and absorption coefficients gives rise to the Faraday
(in transmission) and Kerr (in reflection) effects: i.e. the linear
polarization rotation and ellipticity.

Previous studies have been reported in this context.
Haidu et al determined the dielectric function of cuprous
oxide by spectroscopic ellipsometry and MOKE spectroscopy
[27]. Liu et al obtained the off-diagonal components of
the dielectric tensor of manganite perovskites based on
La1−xSrxMnO3 films by analyzing Kerr rotation and ellipti-
city [28]. They were found that the peak position and intensity
of MO spectra are very sensitive to the film thickness. Despite
the increasing role of ferromagnetic semiconductors over the
last two decades and the extensive studies available on their
magnetic properties, there are few experimental studies of
their magneto-optical properties [23, 24]. Sun et al studied the
polar Kerr rotation for GaMnAs samples with out-of-plane
magnetic easy axis and modeled the dielectric function but
did not study the layer thickness dependence of the magneto-
optical effects [23]. Terada et al measured the Kerr ellipticity
spectra of (Ga, Mn)As thin films with various thicknesses
[24], which enabled them to model the spectroscopic
dependence of the off –diagonal element of the dielectric
tensor. However, they had to use a strong magnetic field (1 T)
to pull the magnetization perpendicular to the plane, which
possibly gives an additional Kerr signal at the band gap of the
GaAs substrate.

The aim of the present work is to extract the spectral
dependence of the Voigt constant of FDS thin layers of the
GaMnAs family in the visible range, in order to provide tools
for optimizing the detection in MOKE microscopy and TR-
MOKE experiments as well as to supply further support for
future theoretical interpretation of the optical spectra. We use
GaMnAs on a GaInAs substrate and phosphorus substituted
GaMnAs samples in order to obtain a perpendicular-to-plane
magnetic easy axis and thus avoid the need for a strong
magnetic field to pull the magnetization out of the plane. A
3-layer model is used to extract the variation of the real and

imaginary parts of Q from PMOKE rotation and ellipticity
spectra using the film thickness and the complex refractive
index, which is determined from spectroscopic ellipsometry
above the Curie temperature on a similar (Ga, Mn)(As,P)
layer.

2. Sample growth and experimental details

We studied three samples of Ga1−xMnxAs1−yPy layers with
different concentrations of phosphorus. They were grown by
low temperature molecular beam epitaxy.

The first sample consists of a 50 nm thick (Ga0.93,
Mn0.07)As layer grown on a Ga1−yInyAs relaxed buffer layer,
itself deposited on a (GaAs) template. Details can be found in
Ref [15]. The two Ga1−xMnxAs1−yPy samples (B and C) have
the same thickness as sample A and they were grown on a
GaAs substrate. The nominal concentrations of Mn and P
were calibrated using Vegard’s law, based on the lattice
constants from a reference (Ga, Mn)As [(Ga, As)P] sample
grown under the similar condition, a particular, a similar
substrate temperature [17, 29]. For all these samples, the total
Mn concentration was fixed to x=0.07. The phosphorus
percentage was set to y=0%, y=8.8% and y=11.3% for
A, B and C layers, respectively. Details can be found in
table 1. After the growth, they were systematically annealed
under N2 atmosphere at 250 °C for 1 h in order to improve
their magnetic properties [30].

From magnetometry measurements, the Curie tempera-
tures were found to be 125 K, 55 K and 52 K for samples A,
B, and C, respectively. The active Mn concentration xeff is
extracted from the saturation magnetization Ms at low temp-
erature as: xeff=Ms/N0gμBS [6], where S=5/2, N0 is the
density of cation sites in the lattice, g is the Landé factor taken
as g=2 and μB is the Bohr magneton.

The hysteresis loops of the three samples show a similar
square shape at T=10 K indicating that the magnetization
easy axis is perpendicular to the layer plane. The coercitive
field (Hc) for sample A is slightly lower (Hc∼6 mT) than for
the B and C samples (Hc∼7.4 mT and 8.8 mT, respectively).

The MOKE measurements are performed in polar geo-
metry in which the incident light beam was quasi-normal on
the surface of the sample. Details of the experimental setup
are found in [31, 32]. The sample was illuminated with a
monochromatic light from a 150 W Xe lamp. Light with
selected wavelength was then polarized with a Glan-
Thompson polarizer. The linearly polarized light was modu-
lated by a mechanical chopper and a photo-elastic modulator
(PEM), at f0=250 Hz and f=50 kHz, respectively. The
reflected beam passed through an analyzer and its intensity
was detected with a Si photodiode. The detected signal was
fed into two lock-in amplifiers. The first and second look-in
amplifiers were referenced to the chopper (f0) and to the PEM
frequencies (f or 2f), respectively. The Kerr rotation angle θK
and the ellipticity angle ψK were obtained from the signals at
the PEM frequencies, 2f and f, respectively. The average
reflected intensity is obtained from the signal modulated by
the chopper frequency [33]. The sample temperature was
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varied between 10 and 300 K with a closed-cycle liquid
helium cryostat. Only data at T=10 K are presented here.
During the measurement, a 20 mT external magnetic field B
was applied perpendicular to sample surface in order to define
the magnetization direction and the PMOKE spectra where
then measured for +B and –B. θK and ψK are obtained from
the difference of the signals at +B and −B, respectively.

The wavelength dependence of the real η and imaginary
κ parts of refractive index n are obtained from ellipsometry
measurements at room temperature on a similar sample.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 displays the spectral dependence of the Kerr rotation
and Kerr ellipticity of the A, B, and C samples at T=10 K.
Kerr rotation and ellipticity show distinct spectral features in
the spectral range λ=500 nm to 850 nm. θK of sample A has
a considerable variation versus incident energy and it has a
pronounced positive peak (about 6.5 mrad) at ∼700 nm. As
compared with previous experimentally works on (Ga, Mn)

As, θK keeps the same magnitude [33]. For sample B, the
Kerr rotation reached 4.7 mrad at ∼652 nm. With increasing
P concentration up to [P]=11.3%, θK was enhanced to
7.3 mrad. It is clear from figure 1(a) that θK was blue shifted
with increasing P concentration. Microscopically, the Kerr
rotation originates from transitions between the valence and
conduction bands. Previous theoretical works on GaAs1−xPx
layers has been shown that the energy-band gap (Eg)
increased with increasing P doping [34]. The blue shift
identified between the studied layers was also observed in
theoretical and experimental previous works as a function of
Mn and P doping [32, 35, 36]. Indeed, Yahyaoui et al high-
lighted the enhancement of Eg as a function of P doping in
(Ga, Mn)(As, P) layers [37]. They found that the Eg increases
from 1.52 eV to 1.61 eV for [P]=7% and [P]=11.3%,
respectively. Also, Sun et al showed an energy band-gap
around Eg=1.5 (eV) for Ga0.95Mn0.05As/GaInAs layer [23].
Comparing the Eg variation with θK peaks, one can note that
the blue shift of Kerr rotation as a function of P doping is in
good qualitative agreement with Eg increasing. In figure 1(b)
we show the spectral variation of the Kerr ellipticity for the
three samples. The magnitude of the Kerr ellipticity is larger
than the magnitude of the Kerr rotation. The amplitude of the
ellipticity for sample A has a considerable variation as com-
pared with B and C samples. For sample A, ψK changes sign
at higher wavelengths with respect to the two other samples
and reaches its largest absolute value maximum, 30 mrad, at
750 nm. As a comparison between the obtained spectra, one
can conclude that the Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity have
the form of bell-shaped curve and its derivative, respectively,
as usually found in the vicinity of an optical transition [33].
The asymmetry of θK and ψK peaks of sample A, as compared
with B and C samples, may be due to the effect of (Ga,In)As
substrate.

The wavelength dependence of refractive index n of
Ga0.93Mn0.07As0.93P0.07 layer is shown in figure 2. The real
η and imaginary κ parts of n are obtained from ellipsometry
measurements at room temperature. It is clear from this figure

Table 1. Ga1−xMnxAs1−yPy sample parameters: the manganese and
phosphorus concentrations are denoted [Mn] and [P], respectively,
the effective Mn concentration xeff, the saturation magnetization Ms

at T=10 K, the Curie temperature TC, the uniaxial strain εzz at
room temperature, and the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy
constant ^K2 at T=10 K.

Samples A B C

[Mn] (%) 7 7 7
[P] (%) 0 8.8 11.3
xeff(%) 3.7 3.5 3.4
Ms (kA m−1) 38.6 33 35
TC(K) 125 55 52
εzz (%) −0.17 −0.23 −0.33

^K2 (kJ m−3) 11.2 0.48 0.15

Figure 1. Kerr rotation (a) and ellipticity (b) spectra at T=10 K for
samples A, B and C.

Figure 2. Spectra of the real and imaginary parts of refractive index n
at room temperature.
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that the magnitude of κ, which is related to the light
absorption in this layer, is very small compared to that of the
real part.

4. Model

In the framework of the model schematically depicted in
figure 3, we discuss the analysis of the experimental data
obtained from the static MOKE calculation is restricted to the
case of normal incidence of light (along the z direction).

Assuming in the first approximation that the refractive
index of the substrate ns is equal to n: the static Kerr rotation
θK and ellipticity ψK can be written as [22]:
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Where mz is the z-component of the unit vector of the
magnetization.

In the case of a homogeneous equilibrium magnetization
mz(z)=1 for materials with a high absorption coefficient
(α?1/d) such as manganite perovskytes [38] or for a magn-
etic layer much thicker than the absorption length, the Kerr
rotation and ellipticity take the form calculated for a semi-infinite
magnetic medium [2]: q y= = -¥
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Furthermore, in the latter case, if absorption is weak (κ=η),
these two parameters have the following form [1, 2]:
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In FDS, the Kerr rotation and ellipticity vary non-linearly
with the film thickness. They depend on the thickness of
the film with respect to the absorption length 1/α with α the
absorption coefficient a = p k
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We notice the appearance of two oscillating terms in the two
equations (5) and (6), which depends on the ratio of the layer
thickness to the wavelength of the light in the magnetic layer
dη/λ. It is worth nothing that these additional terms mix the
Kerr rotation and ellipticity coefficients of the infinite mat-
erial. They can lead to strong enhancement or cancellation of
the Kerr rotation or ellipticity for a specific thickness or
wavelength. From equations (5) and (6) we extract the two
expressions related to the Kerr rotation and ellipticity for an
infinite thickness of magnetic layer as:

Figure 4 shows the expected Kerr rotation and ellipticity
spectra expected for an infinite thickness of samples A, B and
C, obtained from equations (7) and (8). By comparing this
figure with the experimental data in figure 1, one can note that
the changes with respect to the infinite layer are clearly

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the 3-layer model. The incident
light and the magnetic field are perpendicular to sample surface. The
complex refractive index and the thickness of magnetic layer are
denoted n and d, respectively.
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observable, especially the enhancement of the ellipticity and
the change of the shape of the Kerr rotation. In addition, the
absolute value of y¥

K of A (B) layer decreases from 30 mrad
(13 mrad) for d=50 nm to 16 mrad (∼8 mrad) for d=±∞.
However, there is no significant spectral shift of the curves
between the infinite and the actual thicknesses.

The Qr and Qi spectra for these samples are shown in
figure 5. They were obtained from equations (3) and (4), after
the determination of q l¥( )K and y l¥( ).K Interestingly, the Qr

spectrum shows an extremum at the wavelength where Qi tends
to zero, at 750 nm, 723 nm and 714 nm for the concentrations
[P]=0%, [P]=8.8% and [P]=11.3%, respectively. The
shape of Qi and Qr parts of the three layers reminds us of the
expected behavior of the Kerr effect for a single oscillator optical
transition [32]. One can notice that the Qi and Qr curves have a
spectral behavior similar to the experimental Kerr rotation and
ellipticity, respectively. With increasing phosphorus concentra-
tion, one can notes that the Qi peak is shifted to the higher
energies with increasing phosphorus concentration and its
amplitude increases with respect to the Qr one.

However, one can go one-step further and analyze the
respective contributions of l( )Qr and l( )Qi in the experimental
Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra more in details. In figure 6
we plot the Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra for sample A
calculated using the real part Qr obtained from the experimental
spectra and the imaginary part Qi set to zero (a) or the real part
Qr set to zero and the imaginary part Qi obtained from the

Figure 4. The functions q l¥( )K and y l¥( )K obtained from the experimental Kerr rotation and ellipticity and the wavelength dependence of the
complex refractive index for samples A ([P]=0%), B ([P]=8.8%) and C ([P]=11.3%). They represent the spectra expected for an infinite
thickness.

Figure 5. Real (Qr) and imaginary (Qi) parts of the magneto-optical
Voigt constant of samples A (a), B (b) and C(c) as a function of the
light wavelength. The wavelength dependence is extracted from the
experimental Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectrum.
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experimental spectra (b). We compare the recalculated spectra to
the experimental ones. Actually, the Qr part alone can describe
the Kerr ellipticity pretty well, which is not surprising since it
appears in the form of the product η Qr which is dominant over
the other terms (η Q ,i κ Q ,r κ Qi). In contrast both l( )Qr and

l( )Qi are necessary to describe properly the full Kerr rotation
spectrum. However, if one is interested only in the maximum
amplitude is well described by the Qi term alone (η Qi term). As
the dominant term in the ellipticity expression (equation (4)) is
h Q ,r Terada et al proved this dependence and highlighted that
the optical interferences, which are related to the phase shift in
the materiel (essentially depends to the real part η), have an
important influence on the Kerr ellipticity (also called magnetic
circular dichroism in reflection configuration) shape in GaMnAs
layer [24]. Also, via this model, we have shown that for full
description of Kerr rotation the light absorption (described by κ

Qi term) in the materiel must be taken into account. Based on
this model, future theoretical calculations could be developed
and explain, with more details, the microscopic physical corre-
lation between the Voigt constant and complex Kerr rotation.

In order to improve the sensitivity of TR-MOKE or Kerr
microscopy [11, 39], it is crucial to optimize the Kerr signal for a
fixed wavelength as a function of the layer thickness. By
adopting the same model and referring to the equations (5) and
(6), figure 7 shows the thickness dependence of the Kerr rotation
and ellipticity of sample A for layer thicknesses up to 300 nm at
a wavelength of 700 nm. The parameters used in this calculation
are η=3.66 and κ=0.23 as obtained from the ellipsometric
measurements at λ=700 nm (extracted from figure 2). The
Kerr coefficient is taken as Qr=−0.0306±410−4 and Qi=
0.012±2 10−3 (obtained experimentally from figure 5). Using

the same parameters at λ=700 nm, the values of Kerr rotation
and Kerr ellipticity for infinite thicknesses (for d→∞) were
extracted from the two equations (3) and (4). One can see for
example that the Kerr rotation is enhanced for d=(2p+1) λ/
8η and takes the d→∞ value for d=pλ/4η, where p is an
integer. For λ=700 nm the wavelength of light in the material
is λ/η≈190 nm. A thickness of 50 nm (≈λ/4η) as that of our
samples is not appropriate to enhance the Kerr rotation. Thick-
nesses around 25 nm or 75 nm would have been more appro-
priate. Also, one can notice that the Kerr ellipticity is stronger
than the Kerr rotation. It can be more interesting to use in

Figure 6. Contributions of the real and imaginary parts of the Voigt constant Q to the Kerr rotation and ellipticity for sample A. (a) Kerr
rotation and ellipticity calculated with the real part Qr obtained from the experimental spectra and the imaginary part Qi set to zero (dashed
line) compared the experimental spectra (full line). (b) Kerr rotation angle and ellipticity calculated with the real part Qr set to zero and the
imaginary part Qi obtained from the experimental spectra (dashed line) compared the experimental spectra (full line).

Figure 7. Dependence of Kerr rotation (a) and ellipticity (b) on the
layer thickness of sample A. The red dashed line represents the Kerr
rotation and ellipticity for a layer of infinite thickness.
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TR-MOKE studies. In this case, the change in the optimum
thickness must be taken into account.

5. Conclusion

The spectral variation of the Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity
for three films with different phosphorus doping was mea-
sured by magneto-optical polar Kerr effect. Using an optical
layer model which takes into account the experimental
PMOKE spectra and the spectral dependence of the complex
refractive index of the layer, the intrinsic magneto-optical
Voigt constant Q, which describes the influence of the mag-
netization on the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric
permittivity tensor, was determined for the three layers in the
spectral range between 500 nm and 850 nm. By exploiting the
spectral dependence of the real and imaginary parts of Q, we
can identify the contribution of each part on the Kerr rotation
and ellipticity. We found that the Kerr ellipticity evolution
could be described by the imaginary part (Qi) alone while in
order to account properly for the shape of the Kerr rotation
both the real and imaginary parts of the Voigt constant are
necessary. For a fixed wavelength at 700 nm, the variation of
θK and ψK as a function a layer thickness is determined for
GaMnAs layer. This study allows optimizing the optical
detection of Kerr microscopy or TR-MOKE measurements.
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